
EUGENE WATER & ELECTRIC BOARD 

REGULAR SESSION 

EWEB BOARD ROOM 

OCTOBER 7, 2014 

5:30 P.M. 

 

 Commissioners Present:  John Brown, President; Steve Mital, Vice President; John 

Simpson, Dick Helgeson and James Manning  

 

Others Present:  Roger Gray, Jeannine Parisi, Edward Yan, Adam Rue, Cathy Bloom, 

Sue Fahey, Lance Robertson, Joe Harwood, Mark Freeman, Dave Churchman, Frank Lawson, 

Todd Simmons, Roger Kline, Brad Taylor, Mel Damewood, Harvey Hall, Kevin Biersdorff, 

Wally McCullough, Deborah Hart, Teresa Dingman, Janice Lee, Steve Newcomb, Mike 

McCann, Taryn Johnson, and Anne Kah of the EWEB staff; Vicki Maxon, Recorder.  

 

President Brown convened the Regular Session of the Eugene Water & Electric Board 

(EWEB) at 5:30 p.m.  

 

AGENDA CHECK 

 

 There were no items. 

 

ITEMS FROM BOARD MEMBERS 

 

 Commissioner Helgeson attended the fall Northwest Public Power Association (NWPPA) 

Trustees meeting. 

 

 Commissioner Simpson has been nominated for and elected as Vice President of the Lane 

Council of Governments (LCOG) board for the next year, and is also chair of the budget 

committee and a member of the executive committee.  He appreciated the Board’s continuance 

of the LCOG liaison position for 2015. 

 

 Vice President Mital welcomed the public.  He noted that the car that has been in the 

McKenzie River for several months was removed last Friday.  He thanked President Brown and 

EWEB staff for the role they played in this. 

 

 President Brown also thanked the McKenzie River Guides, the McKenzie Clearwater 

Coalition and EWEB staff for taking the lead in removing the car from the river.  He stated that 

he participated in the annual Willamette River clean-up on Saturday, September 27, and that, 

sadly, HIV Alliance had picked up approximately 1,100 discarded needles within a short 

distance.  He added that if EWEB is going to take water from the Willamette River in the future, 

it will be more and more important to get out in front of this problem and help the City of 

Springfield and other organizations enforce rules so that this problem will not exist.  
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PUBLIC INPUT 

 

 Tom Hoyt (Ward 4) has been a Eugene attorney for 40 years, and was a member of the 

EWEB Riverfront Customer Advisory Team (CAT), and is totally committed to the success of 

the riverfront project.  At the July 22, 2014 Board meeting he recommended that the Board seek 

competitive bids from the three developer candidates, and he apologized for that 

recommendation, as he was mistaken about the process.  He thanked Roger Gray, General 

Manager, for reporting the CAT’s unanimous endorsement of the developer selection process. 

  

 Steve Lee is a previous EWEB meter reader who is the owner of Coburg Industrial Park, 

which is now fully leased with new tenants because of his “deep back pocket.”  He explained the 

process he went through to cut deals for all the tenants and how he made it work for each tenant 

and their individual financial situations.   He noted that the University of Oregon Foundation is 

the only developer that has a deep enough back pocket to be the bank with no risk factor that can 

bring in tenants with guaranteed rents. 

   

 Jay Namyet of the University of Oregon Foundation.  He gave the audience a brief 

insight into the Foundation and how they operate, and said that the Foundation views the EWEB 

project as the paramount quintessential project for economic development.  He added that he 

believes that the Foundation can do well from a financial standpoint and also do good work, and 

that the crowning glory of any kind of investment anyone makes is knowing that the Foundation 

can do well and contribute to society.  He thanked the Board for their time and consideration. 

 

 Dave Hauser (Ward 5) attended tonight’s meeting in two capacities—as president of the 

Eugene Chamber of Commerce and as a member of the Riverfront CAT team.  He stated that the 

Chamber supports the successful redevelopment of the riverfront and that, as a member of the 

Riverfront CAT team, he was involved in the entire Riverfront Master Plan process, and strongly 

supports the final product and the packaged land use actions.  He added that he fully intends to 

continue to engage in the process and continue to have many conversations about investments, 

public and private partnerships, and infrastructure, and that the project is a legacy for our 

community.  He thanked General Manager Gray for inviting the Chamber to participate in the 

developer selection process, and noted that the CAT unanimously selected the University of 

Oregon Foundation based on continuity of the team to the Riverfront Master Plan, the sense that 

they could relate well and operate successfully, and the CAT’s intrigue with the idea that there is 

more at stake for the community and the Foundation beyond this project.   

 

 Kirk Olsen of Trammell Crow Company thanked the evaluation team and the CAT for 

their work and stated that they are excited about the prospect of being selected as the master 

developer.  He noted that Trammell Crow has demonstrated their enthusiasm to commitment and 

success and that they are demonstrated experts in development projects such as this, and that the 

evaluation team had ranked Trammell Crow #1 throughout the selection process. 

 

Former EWEB Commissioner Sandra Bishop urged Vice President Mital to reconsider 

his decision to recuse himself from voting in the developer selection process due to being 

employed by the University of Oregon, as there is no legal obligation for him to recuse himself.  
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She hoped that the Board will make the most rational decision with a sense of urgency to choose 

a group that has actual experience in this type of mixed use development and not be swayed by 

the reputation of the University of Oregon Foundation, as they are not set up as developers and 

cannot show the Board the track record that the other two candidates can.  She urged the Board 

to get the riverfront property developed and not land managed. 

 

 Commissioner Manning appreciated the turnout for the meeting, and noted that this is one 

of the most important historical decisions that this Board will make, with three very strong 

candidates.   

 

 Commissioner Helgeson appreciated the public, the CAT, EWEB staff, the developer 

candidates, and the community members who participated in the process.  He agreed that it is a 

milestone for the Board and said he looks forward to the Board’s deliberation and decision.  

  

 Commissioner Simpson thanked the public for attending, and agreed that this is perhaps 

the Board’s #1 most important decision, and that he had been involved in.  He noted that he has 

spent considerable time reviewing the material and in discussion with staff and the community, 

and that he wished the Board could vote for all three candidates because he is confident that any 

of the three would be a great choice.  

  

 Vice President Mital thanked for the public for attending and for their passion.  

 President Brown echoed the above comments and thanked the public for attending and 

for offering their input.  

  

APPROVAL OF CONSENT CALENDAR 

MINUTES 

 

1.a. August 5, 2014 Regular Session 

1.b. September 9, 2014 Regular Session 

CONTRACTS 

 

2.  BBAO Group - for IT business analysis services. $190,000, Information Services, Contact 

Person is Matt Sayre. 

 

3.  Professional Underground Services - for boring services for LTD/EmX utility relocations. 

 $321,000, Engineering Services.  Contact Person is Mel Damewood. 

 

4.  Sensus USA, Inc. - for the purchase of Sensus OMNI water meters, 3” and larger, used for 

commercial and industrial customers. $500,000 (over five years), Water Operations.  Contact 

Person is Brad Taylor. 

 

RESOLUTIONS 

 

5. Resolution No. 1414 - Revision to Electric Utility Policies & Procedures, Contact Person is 

Todd Simmons. 
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 It was moved by Commissioner Simpson, seconded by Commissioner Manning, to 

approve the Consent Calendar.  The motion passed unanimously (5-0). 

 

EWEB RIVERFRONT MASTER DEVELOPER 

 

 Using overheads, General Manager Gray gave a brief summary of how the various 

advisory groups and EWEB staff had arrived at their recommendation, and the parameters used 

for that recommendation.  General Manager Gray then announced the University of Oregon 

Foundation as their choice for Master Developer.  

 

 Commissioner Simpson appreciated the three requested action summaries that were 

included in the Board backgrounder: 

 

 Enter into initial negotiations with the Master Developer for a period of up to six months 

to develop an initial agreement 

 An Executive Session briefing at the three-month mark regarding progress (or lack of) 

toward the initial agreement 

 Board approval of guidelines and general negotiation framework for the initial agreement 

 

Commissioner Manning appreciated City and EWEB staff’s effort for putting the 

Riverfront Master Plan together.  He asked that the selected Master Developer keep in mind that 

community members, including women and minorities, need to be included in the development 

process and that it needs to be broad.  

 

Commissioner Helgeson recalled that he was unable to attend the initial developer 

presentations but had watched them on video and had also reviewed the proposals in detail.  He 

said that he feels comfortable and prepared to have the discussion and that it is clear that all three 

proposers are excellent, and that is a testimony to the opportunity that lies before the Eugene 

community.  He added that the scoring was fairly close and that he himself wasn’t able to 

establish a clearly superior candidate.  He noted that though economic value will be derived 

through the negotiation process, the project will not have a major impact on EWEB’s finances 

over the next 10 years, and that this is an opportunity to continue the legacy of the property and 

honor the history that EWEB inherited whether the headquarters building stays or not.  

  

 Vice President Mital commended General Manager Gray for his presentation.  Regarding 

his recusal from the voting process, he agreed that he has no outright legal obligation to recuse 

and that he doesn’t work for the Foundation, but because his department and the Foundation are 

closely aligned, it became clear that he was in a difficult position.  He appreciated Ms. Bishop’s 

perspective but reiterated that he will still recuse himself from voting. 

 

 President BrownVice President Mital  echoed General Manager Gray’s and 

Commissioner Helgeson’s comments that this is a momentous decision for the Eugene 

community and the riverfront but noted that there are other things that have far greater 

significance—including second source water.  He noted that the price tag for the project hasn’t 

been negotiated but that it will be small compared to EWEB’s annual expenses of $300 million 
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and the $2 million that has previously been spent on the riverfront development process, and that 

there are other expenses coming EWEB’s way in the next 10-30 years, including 

decommissioning processes and sale of some significant assets.  He urged the Board to learn 

something from this process and also to prepare for the far more significant assets that are going 

to be decommissioned in the future.  

 

 Regarding the proposed six-month negotiation time and three-month check-in with the 

Board, President BrownVice President Mital proposed moving that up, because time kills deals.  

He proposed that two months should be long enough to know whether they have chosen the right 

master developer, and that the other two candidates may fade away as time goes by. 

 

 President Brown asked aboutRegarding the Steam Plant and its location at the far end of 

the riverfront property and, President Brown asked about the vision for maintaining it for that 

period of time, as it is a treasured, valued community asset and he wants to make sure it is taken 

care of so it doesn’t deteriorate.  

 

 Steve Newcomb, Environmental Manager, replied that a lot of money has been spent in 

clearing asbestos and opening up floor space.  He added that that needs to be a key part of the 

negotiations and his recommendation would be for the master developer to participate in that 

maintenance.  

 

 President Brown then asked how the three-way negotiations will be conducted regarding 

the City contribution for surface parking and a parking structure to be built.   

 

 General Manager Gray replied that he has had discussions with the City Manager and that 

piece will be a critical part of the process, and that EWEB’s role in that will wane while the 

City’s rises substantially.  He noted that the Board can provide latitude for that but cannot 

mandate bilateral or three-party negotiations.  

 

 Regarding a two-month check-in instead of three months, General Manager Gray noted 

that he anticipates the City’s portion for infrastructure, design investment, etc. will take three 

months, and that those answers will be needed first before a change in timing can be considered. 

 

 Vice President Mital asked if the Board could select two master developers and run 

parallel negotiations to ensure the community that everyone’s pencils are sharp and that the 

community is getting the best deal possible.   

 

General Manager Gray replied that that would be his preference, but that there are some 

restrictions in purchasing requirements via Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS), perception (policy 

concerns), and resources that are diverted from utility operations.  He reminded the Board that 

property development is not EWEB’s core business and that concerns him, and that he attempted 

to exercise that preference but was told that he could not. 
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Further discussion ensued regarding a three-month vs. two-month time frame for Board 

check-in.  General Manager Gray reiterated that a two-month check-in would be difficult 

especially due to environmental due diligence and the desire to respect the City’s scheduling.  

Vice President Mital voiced his desire to make it clear to all three proposers that whoever 

is chosen has a jump start but that the Board wants to keep others available in case things don’t 

work out as planned.  

 

General Manager Gray confirmed that would be his recommendation, to establish a #1 

selection and then have checkpoints along the way, as it may not be prudent to change direction 

depending on some of the issues discussed above.  

 

Commissioner Manning voiced concern that this project has cost EWEB a lot of money 

and also concern about the impact that continuing to stretch out the timeline will have on 

EWEB’s ratepayers.  He added that his decision will be based on how it will impact the 

ratepayers, because there are other issues that are more pressing for EWEB’s ratepayers, and he 

wants to be convinced that the selected developer can move ahead, as he doesn’t want to 

continue to invest more money in this project.   

 

It was moved by Commissioner Simpson, seconded by Commissioner Manning, to select 

the University of Oregon Foundation as the Master Developer.   

 

Commissioner Simpson explained that, while he feels all three proposers are fully 

capable, he made this motion because he feels that the Foundation has a specific, built-in, long-

term, anchored interest in the community which can’t be easily replicated by the others.  While 

the others demonstrated strong ability to incorporate the values of the community and no doubt 

created excellent developments in their respective communities, he feels that it is the depth of 

their roots in the community and their longevity and commitment that his constituents want.   

 

He added that he differs from Commissioner Manning in that he feels this is not solely 

about ratepayers, but goes far beyond that, and that he hopes to get a great amount of money to 

help compensate for the Roosevelt Operations Center (ROC) expense even though it won’t 

nearly cover all of the cost.  He said he is looking forward to turning his attention to the 

execution and value of turning the riverfront property into a gem connection along with the 8
th
 

Avenue corridor and in keeping with the Envision Eugene philosophy.  He urged his fellow 

Commissioners to vote yes on the motion.  

 

Commissioner Helgeson appreciated the motion and agreed that EWEB needs to move 

ahead and make a choice, and he noted that he doesn’t want to put EWEB in a quasi 

development role or spend a large amount of money to support the process.  He said that the 

decision involved confidence that things will move forward to produce the desired outcome, and 

that it won’t be a “build it and they will come” type process, but will take time to evolve and 

develop.  He added that, in his mind, it comes down to who is in the best position to honor the 

commitments in the Riverfront Master Plan with sensitivity and realistic production of returns 

for public value and to produce more than just a well-developed mixed use space. 
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Commissioner Manning echoed Commissioner Helgeson’s comments, but reiterated that, 

as a public utility, he does not want to invest a lot of time and money in a project such as this as 

there are other utility issues that are more pressing.  

President Brown briefly summarized his recommendation and reiterated that any of the 

three proposers would be exemplary.  He also supported Commissioner Simpson’s motion, and 

added that three months is adequate for initial negotiations, as it would be challenging to 

negotiate anything within two months, especially with the complexity of the project, and that he 

would rather give them more time than a short deadline.  

 

Commissioner Simpson repeated his motion that the University of Oregon be selected as 

the proposed Master Developer for the EWEB riverfront property.  The motion passed 4-0 (Mital 

abstained).  

 

President Brown asked who will be on the negotiation team.  General Manager Gray 

replied that himself, Mr. Newcomb, and external advisors will put together the Request for 

Proposal (RFP).  He noted that Mr. Newcomb has suggested external attorney and technical 

assistance, so the team will consist of a combination of internal and external representatives.  

 

It was then moved by Commissioner Simpson, seconded by Commissioner Helgeson, to 

direct General Manager Gray and the negotiation team to enter into negotiations as previously 

specified in the Board backgrounder items 1, 2 and 3.  The motion passed unanimously (5-0). 

 

It was then moved by Commissioner Simpson, seconded by Commissioner Manning, to 

direct General Manager Gray, the negotiation team and the City Manager/Council to establish 

specific sideboards, etc. in a future Executive Session.  The motion passed unanimously (5-0).  

 

President Brown thanked General Manager Gray, EWEB staff and the three proposers.  

He noted that the two proposers who were not selected know very well that “it’s not done until 

it’s done” and he appreciated their input, feedback, and willingness to work in the Eugene 

community. 

 

President Brown then called for a 10-minute recess.  

 

2015 DRAFT BUDGET AND LONG-TERM FINANCIAL PLANS UPDATE 

 

 Using overheads, Cathy Bloom, Finance Manager; Sue Fahey, Fiscal Services Manager; 

Harvey Hall, Senior Financial Analyst, Edward Yan, Senior Financial Analyst, and Deborah 

Hart, Senior Financial Analyst presented the above update.  

 

 Ms. Fahey thanked the budget team, Teresa Dingman and Janice Lee for their assistance.  

 

 Management recommended that the Board direct staff to prepare the 2015 budget using 

the assumptions set forth in the Board backgrounder: a 1% overall average electric rate change in 

February 2015 and a 4.92% overall average water rate change in February 2015.   
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 Staff addressed clarifying questions and comments from the Board. 

 

 President Brown stated that he will push for no rate increase on the electric side. 

 Vice President Mital supported President Brown, though he understands there are some 

risks.  He noted that the Board has been pushing for the opportunity to move to the “middle of 

the pack” in electric rates for roughly five years.  

 

 Commissioner Simpson also supported no electric rate increase, as he feels it is high time 

to send the message that EWEB is tightening its belt.  Regarding the proposed water rate 

increase, he stated that 10% equity is inadequate and 20% would be more favorable.  

 

 Commissioners Manning and Helgeson supported no electric rate increase, with 

Commissioner Helgeson noting the possibility of moving up the .5% increase from next year. 

  

 In summary, the Board supported a 0% overall electric rate increase and a 4.92% 

proposed rate increase for water.  

 

PUBLIC HEARING ON 2015 DRAFT BUDGET AND LONG-TERM  

FINANCIAL PLANS 

 

 There was none. 

 

2015 ELECTRIC RATE DESIGN PROPOSAL 

 

 Using overheads, Frank Lawson, Systems Engineering Supervisor; Mark Freeman, 

Customer Services/Energy Management Services Manager; and Adam Rue, Commercial Rates 

Analyst, presented the above proposal and addressed clarifying questions and comments from 

the Board. 

  

 Commissioner Helgeson appreciated the gradualism and minimal negative impact of the 

rate design, and the entire Board voiced full support for the rate re-design. 

 

 The Board voiced concern about how this rate re-design will be communicated to the 

public, and asked Public Information staff to be the sure the media understands what is being 

discussed and supported. 

 

 CORRESPONDENCE AND BOARD AGENDAS 

 

 General Manager Gray briefly noted the results of the recent customer survey and offered 

one-on-one or two-on-one meetings with the Board for more detail if necessary.  

 

 He referenced the Board backgrounder from Brad Taylor, Water Operations Manager, 

and noted that the changes made were administrative changes and not rate changes.   
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 Regarding upcoming Board agendas, he recalled that the Executive Session for 

negotiations with the University of Oregon Foundation will need to be held as soon as possible.  

President Brown asked that General Manager Gray poll the Board for their availability regarding 

an off-cycle Executive Session, and the Board agreed.  

 Commissioner Simpson reminded General Manager Gray about the requested update on 

the Public Utility Commission (PUC) and storm recovery (i.e., how EWEB can make storm 

recovery more pleasant for its customers).  

 

 General Manager Gray replied that Todd Simmons, Electric Operations Supervisor, will 

provide a backgrounder on storm recovery and the new text messaging system for customers to 

report outages, which is now in testing and goes live on Monday, October 13.  

 

BOARD WRAP-UP 

 

 Commissioner Manning thanked EWEB staff and the public for their comments 

regarding the Riverfront master developer process.  He noted that he is wearing pink today for 

breast cancer awareness, and recorded a public service announcement today to remind people to 

get a flu shot.  

 

 Commissioner Helgeson commented that he looks forward to hearing more about 

proposed changes in the water rate design, as he believes there is justification for tier flattening 

and revision of the basic charge.  

 

 He also noted that although EWEB has worked hard to control costs, the customer survey 

results showed only a 2% change in customers’ perception of EWEB’s ability to control costs, 

and he wondered what drives that perception.   

 

 Commissioner Simpson thanked staff for inviting him to the Safety Fair and appreciated 

the new above-ground fueling station at the ROC.  He thanked President Brown for a smooth 

meeting and keeping the Board on task and on time. 

 

 Vice President Mital thanked staff and particularly the leadership team for applying the 

feedback the Board has given them regarding the Strategic Plan and for assisting the Board to get 

to this point.  He said he is ecstatic that EWEB has pulled off a 0% electric rate increase even 

with economic factors that haven’t changed much.  

 

 He also appreciated staff’s work on the recent customer survey and noted that the data is 

now more statistically valid and allows the Board to be more responsive, though it may be too 

lengthy.  He added that he would like to see a 20-30% response rate.  

 

 President Brown thanked Mr. Taylor for the drinking water taste test that was conducted 

before tonight’s meeting, and thanked staff for their work on the Riverfront master developer 

selection process and the rate design proposal.  
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 General Manager Gray noted that the 4.92% water rate increase will affect the basic 

charge and will also result in a slight increase in the elevation charge, but he considers this a 

slight rate design change.  He offered to schedule a more comprehensive discussion of the water 

rate structure if the Board desires.   

 

 Commissioner Helgeson voiced support for that discussion, as he believes there is less 

justification for rate redesign on the water side than the electric side.  Mr. Taylor noted that 

EWEB’s tiered water rate is aligned within others in the utility industry and that EWEB still has 

a long-term responsibility to secure and maintain water rights.  

 

President Brown adjourned the Regular Session at 8:30 p.m. 

 

__________________________________   ___________________________________ 

 Assistant Secretary     President 

 

 


